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E

very project manager should require
the, often underappreciated, “3-Part
Curves” set of charts to be in his or her toolbox. This report consists of two line charts
and a column chart depicting progress,
productivity factor and manpower. Each of
the charts will illustrate the baseline target
vs. actuals to date and typically will account
for direct resources only. It all should be
based upon identical intervals (by shift, day
or week, etc.). And, it is most helpful to
show all three charts on the same page for
quick comparison and analysis.
The method in which the baseline is developed is a frequently overlooked, but very
important, aspect of the report. As a project
manager, you most likely know the curves

she is reviewing an under the curve report
that indicates otherwise.
Please note this does not mean you should
use the late dates to develop your curves.
This type of baseline will have zero margin
for delay and is similar to planning all of your
activities will be in the critical path. Many

project controls professionals have adopted
the method of taking an average of the early
and late dates to develop the curves, which is
what we consider the best approach.
An easy way to find out what your curves
are telling you is to visit www.calculated
controls.com/tools/3-part-curves for 3-Part

Curve samples, templates and a helpful table
to assist you in interpreting what your curves
are telling you.
For more information, call Clayton
Richards at (888) 790-9398, email
info@calculatedcontrols.com or visit
www.calculatedcontrols.com.
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were derived from schedule and resource
information within your Primavera™ project
schedule. However, you can ask five separate
schedulers how they develop their curves and
you may receive five different answers — all
of which may be correct.
It is important for you to know if the
curves are based upon early dates, late
dates or an average of the two. You may
be unfamiliar with these terms, but they are
significant and your scheduler should be
fully aware of what each date represents. The
early start date represents the earliest date an
activity can start because of logic, resource
leveling or the data date. The late start date
represents the latest date the activity can
start without affecting the project’s end date.
Activities on the critical path will have the
same early and late start date because there is
no float in the schedule to allow these activities to slip.
Conversely, noncritical activities may
have a large delta in time between their
early and late start dates. Many schedulers export the Primavera information to
Excel™ using only the early start dates and
derive their curves from this information
only. Why is this important to know? It
is vitally important because it means you
may be agreeing to an initial baseline target that allows for no delays whatsoever,
even though delaying activities not on the
critical path is considered acceptable. It is
much easier to develop the curves correctly
in the first place rather than sitting across
from your client or manager explaining the
project’s progress is acceptable while he or
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